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Malting barley – France AGRIMER estimates 44% of the winter barley sown by Oct 

15th, vs 20% last week (and vs 54% same time last year). Overall we are seeing dry 

conditions in most parts of Germany and France. Farmers definitely would like to get 

some good moisture before the real start of the winter time. For the moment the 

conditions are not ideal. Cash markets remain very quiet in the present crop campaign; 

everybody seems to be busy with execution and logistics, and with the unbelievable low 

water levels at the European river systems, it is almost impossible to move grains by 

coasters within Europe. 

In Australia the harvest is about to start slowly. There will be only a sizeable harvest in 

West Australia (guestimates around 4 mio ts barley production in WA), all the other 

states won`t play a role in the export market. Overall Australian barley crop size is 

estimated between 6,5 and 7,5 mio ts.  

In Argentina we see more or less good crop conditions for wheat and barley. Some 

regions might be looking for some more moisture, but we continue to expect a crop size 

north of 4 mio ts. Worrisome for the malting and brewing industry is the fact that already 

a big volume has been sold as feed barley (more than 1 mio ts). Prices remain well 

supported in view of good export demand for the feed barley. 

Feed barley – well supported as at least one major player being on the buying front in 

France and Germany. Price levels around USD 250/ts fob per ts basis January 2019. 

Origination in the Black Sea is getting more difficult, that’s why EU and Argentine origin 

will come into play. 

MATIF Dec Wheat  – still trading sideways, testing again the lower end at € 200. 

                              

Have a good weekend! 
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